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Prospectus.
TI-llS INSTITUTION, known at present as ST. XAVlEH COL-
LEGE, was established October 17, 1831, hy the Rt. Rev. E. D.
Fenwick, D.D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of the
"Atlzerueum." In the year 1840 it was transferred, by the Most
Rev. Archbishop, J. B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers of the
Society of Jews, who have conducted it ever since under the title
first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General Assembly
of the State in 1842. In 1869 an act was passed which secures
to the Institution a perpetual charter and all the privileges usually
granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrine and Evidences of
the Cathulic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Compo-
sition, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book-keeping, Actual Business, Commercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The College is
provided with suitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological specimens.
In the department of Chemistry extensive improvements have
been made, both in point of a large stock of apparatus, and of
excellent facilities for work. The new Laboratory is supplied
with every requisite appliance. Each of the forty desks is fitted
with drawers and lockers, separate drainage and water supply,
ancl gas for both ,heating and illuminating purposes. This Labor-
atory is used by students in C.blalitative Analysis and General
Chemistry; a Laboratory course in the latter being reC] ui red in
addition to the regular lecture and daily repetition.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. There are also
select libraries for the use of the stuclents.
General Regulations.
The Academic Year consists of one session, beginning on the
first Monday of September, and ending in the last week of June,
when the Annual Commencement, the Conferring of Degrecs and
the Distribution of Premiums take place.
The session is divided into two terms-the first ending on the
first of January and the second in the last week of June. A
thorough examination of all the classes is made at the close of the
second term. There are four competitions during the course of
the year-the first in October, the second in Decemher, the third
in February and the fourth toward the end of April. The first,
second and third competitions, are followed by distribution of
Premiums. The places or degrees of merit o]ltained by the
students in the difrerent classes are publicly proclaimed, and
honors are awarded to such as have been most distinguished for
good conduct, diligence and proficiency.
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A.B.
is conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A.M. can be
obtained by devoting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the Institution, or two years to a learned profession. Students
of the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate on
com pletion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally
acquainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce
proper testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes from
another College, he will be required to present a certificate of
good standing in the institution which he has left.
(~uarterly reports arc sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inform them of the conduct and improvement of their
sons or wa I'd s.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Parents are
regularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in
case of absence, arc invariably required to hring a note of excuse
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to the Vice-President. In order that the lessons may be prepared
with proper assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons
studying at home for two or three honrs every evening-. When
students are to be withdrawn from the institution, due notice
should be given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the time of cla,s proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
A, M. the regular exercises of class commence, closing at three
o'clock P. M.
None are received as boarders in the College.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points renders
the offender liable to effective correction, and even to dismissal, if
it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
, . .
Terms.
As the Institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent for
its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60.00,
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for the u~e
of the apparatus, pay $10,00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00.
Certificates fOJ" the completion of the Commercial Course,
$5.00.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in advance.
The account for tuition dates from the day of the "tudent's entrance.
No deduction is allowed for absence, save in ca"e of dismissal or
protracted iUne"s. The session is divided into quarters, beginning
respectively about the 1st of September, the 15th of November,
the 1st of February, and the 15th of April.
Acknowledgments.
The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful
acknowledgments for the following donations:
LIBRARY.
1\1 R.JOSEPH HOMAN-"Delithe Poetarum Germanorum Illustrium"( 1612).
DI~. J. C. McMr,cHAN.-" Georgel's Memoirs."
MISS MARGARET MCCABE.-"Joel's Poems and Letters in Prose" (1766).
MIt. D. McBRIDE.-·' Summer School Essays," 3 vols.
THOMAS EGLESTON, LL.D.-" Life of General John Paterson."
DR. GUSTA v BR UEHL.-" Zwischen Alaska and Feuerland."
REV. J. J. l-IUGGARD.-" The Christian Panoply."
MR. T. J. KEATING.-·' One Hundred Years of Type Founding."
HON. S. B. ELKINs.-Pamphlets.
MRS. MARY POLAN D.-Books, Pamphlets and Magazines.
MR. E. MOUNTEL.-'· Albrecht Durer."
BENZIGER BROTHERS,-" Letters of St. Alphonsus," Vol. 2,
MR. JOHN A. POLAND.-" Che-le-co-the."
MR, I-I ERMAN JUSTI,-" Souvenir of Tennessee Centcnnial."
AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY -Publications.
AMERICAN PROTECTION LEAGUE.-Publications.
SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY.-Publications.
LAKE MOHONK CONFERENCE ON AIUlITRATION.-Report for 1896.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.-Reportsj Report of the National Museum.
U. S. WAR DEPARTMENT.-Index Catalogue of the Library of the
Surgeon General's Oflice.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.-Vital and Social Statistics.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.-Report of the Director of the Mint j .Coast
and Geodetic Survey Publication".
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.-Richardson's. Messages and Letters
of the Presidents.
U. S. PATENT OFFICE.-Official Gazette.
BUREAU OF EDUCATION.-Cmrent Publications; Commissioner's Report.
DEPARTMENT 01' AGRICULTuRE.-Weather Bureau Bulletins; Maps;
Rcports and Pamphlets.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.-Consular and Commissioners' Reports;
Foreign Relations, etc.
I-ION. CHARI.lJ:S TAFT.-Government Documents.
HON. BELLAMY STORER.-Government Documents.
HON. JOlIN L. MITCH.I£LL, U. S S.-Pamphlets.
MR. TlIOS. J. MURI'iIY.-U. S. Postal Guide,
OHIO ST ATE LIBRARY.-" Chicamauga."
OHIO STATE COMMISSIONER 01' COMMON SCIIOOLs.-Forty.third
Annual Report j Pamphlets.
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Courses of Instruction.
There are two courses of Instruction, the Classical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose, the Ancient
Classics hold the first place as the most eflicient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the Course
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Astrunomy and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found, by long experience, that this is the only
Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct taste,
teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best advantage,
and prepares him to excel in any pursuit. whether professional or
commercial.




The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures
in Explanation.
LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's Summa Philosophica.
For reference: Hill, Stonyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.
Enncs-Jouin's Elementa Philosophia~ Mondis. For refer-
ence: Hill, Russo, Foland, Stonyhurst Series, Liberatore's
Political Economy.
MATHEMATIcs-Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTHONOMY-Young's Elements of Astronomy.
SCIENCE -Special Course, two hours a week.
LITERATURE-Special Course, two hoUl's a week.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
CIHCLES AND SPECIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
The object of this class is the study of Oratory and Historical
Com posi tion.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
["I TIN.
.Jl1odels-IstTerm: Cicero-Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero-One of the following orations:
In Catilinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
Taci tus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
Practice-Latin Themes; Original Compositions j Imitations
of Models; Off. hand translation of Latin into
English, and of English into Latin.
OREBK.
ModelS-1st Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Philippics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: St. Chrysostom-Eutropius; and one of
the following plays: Sophocles-CEdi pus Tyrannus
or Antigone; or .lEschylus-Prometheus Bound; or
a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysostom.
Practice-Themes; Imitations; Anthology for reference.
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MATHEMATICS.
Original exercises in Poetry and Es·
Critical Essays on Models.
ENOf,ISII.
P1'ecepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; History. For
reference: QJ.lintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Orators and Historians.
/lfodel\'-The best specimens of British and American Orators
and Historians.
Practice-Imitations; Original Compositions-Oratorical,
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Equations
of First Degree to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTOHy-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special manner,
of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly by the
study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody repeated and finished.
Models-1st Term: Virgil's ./Eneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Horace's AI'S Poetica.
Selections fr0111 Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita·
tions; Original Exercises in prose; Off-hand trans·
lations.
I!lW/';X.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
!llodcls-I"t Term: Homer's Iliad.
2nd Term: Homer's Iliad; Lyric Poets.
Practice-Themes.
ENI,'/,1811.
P1'eapts-Coppens' Practical Introd uction-Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and Dramatic;
Beauty; Sublimity; Taste; Novels; Essays. Kleut·
gen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literature-Jenkins' Man ual-Poets, Novelists, Essayists.




1st Term: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition; Narration, Description, Dialogue, Letter·
writing. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature. Vel'·
sification is begun.
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CIIHISTIAN DOCTJUNE.
Deharhe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
LANGUAGES.
ST. XA l'fER C01,[,lW]IJ.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Geometry, three books.
2lld Term: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY llHANCHES.
HISTORy-Ancient, Fredet.




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni - Syntax repeated with all
notes, etc. Prosody begun,




Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and ill imitation of Authors;
Verse-making i Off-hand translation.
GREEK.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax re-
peated with all notes, etc. Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
Aiodcls-Ist Term: Palrephatus j Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenophon i Old :md New Testament.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and Authors.
ENULISJI.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
ilIodels-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in
Prose and Verse.
Practice-Imitations; Original Exercises in Minor Species
of Composition. ,
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
. . ·t· 11 an edtlcation as is usuallydepartment alms at ImpalIng sue , .
given by the High Schools and Academies. It compnses three
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to complete the Study of Gran~l~ar
and to perfect the student in the simple forms of composltlOn
begun in the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni's Syntax from Moods and Tenses
to the end, excluding more difficult notes. ,
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated, With notes
entire and frequent drill.
l1iodels-Ist Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: Crusar.
Practice-Original themes on Syntax and Authors.
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Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Matter of preceding year
repeated, adding exceptions; contract nouns and
verbs, verbs in IU, etc., to Syntax, excluded.
2nd Term: Yenni-Repetition of more dirncult pflrts
of Etymology; Syntax without notes.
J11odcls-Aesop, Hierocles, Lucian.
Practice-Easy exercises in formation of verbs, etc.
l~NUUSII
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Elements of
Composition; Words, Sentences, Punctuation; Fig-
ures, Epistolary Composition.
il1"odels-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises.
MATHEM ATICs.
1St Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions,
included.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Fractions
to Radical Expressions, included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
and Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readiness
in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facility of
expression, by means of translation and the sim pIer forms of Com-
position. Greek is begun in the second term.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRIN E.




PreceptS-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition from lists of Per·
fects and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and
Tenses, without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, with
notes and exceptions.
,11odels-I st Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy themes. Constant drill on English
and Latin forms of verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
(Begun at the opening of the second Tenn.)
Precepts--Yenni's Grammar, as far as regular Verbs included,
omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
Pract ice-Comtan t drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and regular
Verbs. Easy themes.
I~NOLISII.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
A1odels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy com positions. Daily exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern-Beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-South ancl
Central America and Europe.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMAN SHIP-Daily Practice.
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THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is begun. The object of thi~
class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the student
with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English, and to
begin their application in short and easy themes and compositions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-To list of Perfects and Supiues,
omitting the exceptions.
2nd Term: Same matter repeated, including princi.
pal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier rules
of Syntax.
j}fodels-znd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy themes. Constant drill on English and Latin
forms of Verbs.
ENGLiSH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
lVIodeis-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practice.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; Four cases of Percentage.
2nd Term: Percentage, with application to Discount.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning
to Cen tral America.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
II. THE COMMERCIAL. COURSE.
This course offers to those who do not wish to avail them-
selves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring It
good English or Commercial education. It em braces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the study
of Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of Com-
position, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious




Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
P racti cal [ns tructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures,Varieties of Style,
Letter.writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
ilfodcls-Specimens of minor Composition in Prose and
Verse.
Practice-Exercises in minor species of Composition, espec-
ially Letter.writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business transac-
tions; Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd Term: Practical Arithmetic; vVentworth's Elements,
from Fractions to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.




ELOCUTIoN-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP.
ST. Xii nEB COLLIWR.
THIRD COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHHISTIAN DOCTRINE.






Debarbe's Large Catechism, Part 11 1.
Practical Ins tr u ctions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Beginning to Figures of
Speech.
ill'odels-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original exercises, including easier
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Repeated from Fractions.
Special attention to business transactions.
2nd Term: Work of the I~t Term continued. Copious
exercises from other au thors.
ACCESSORY BItANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
BOOK-KEEPING.
COMMERCIAL LAW.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
I'HNMANsIIIl,-Daily Practice.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
II1"odels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
ACCESSORY BHANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGllAPHY-Appelton's Standard Higher-South and Cen-
tral America, Europe. United States reviewed in
studying History.
BOOK-KEEPING.








Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology and Analysis of Sen-
ten ces.
Jlfodels-Selections pointed out or dictated bv the Pr()fes~or.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Eas\' compositions.
READIXG-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in
class. Daily practice.
SPELLl:-<G-Reed's Word Lessons, and other hooks used In
class.
ARITHMETIC.
I,t Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions; Metric System; Four Cases of Percentage, Fracl ions
included.
2nd Term: Percentage, with application to Discount. Copi-
ous exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
H IS'I'oHy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GJWGHAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning
to Central America.
ELOCUTION-One hOUL" a week.
PENMi\. NSHIP-Daily Practice.
PREPARATORY CLASS.
The object of this dass is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of grammar, chiefly by class-drill, to
form them to habits of attention and application, and thu~ pre-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are:·-
1st. The applicant must know how to read write and spell
creditably. '
2nd. He should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division,
included.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Small Catechism, daily.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
illodels-From Reader and other sources.
Practice-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary Lessons,
Part 1.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division to Common and Deci-
mal Fractions included. Copious exercises from other sources




SPELLlNG-Reed'sWord Lessons. Exercises also from






VOCAL CULTUHE AND GESTURE-DHJLL-The whole field of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
SECOND CLASS.
(H umanities and First Com mercia!.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
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GESTURE-DRILL-More difficult positions; Complex gest-
ures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
passions.
THIRD CLASS.
(First Academic and Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences; Q.uali-
ties of Voice.
GESTURE-DRILL-Combinations of simple gestures and
movements; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-Drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Secon d Academic and Third Commercial.)
VOCAL-CULTURE-Repetition of matter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pronunciation; Concert-drill.
GESTURE-DRILL-Position and Movement; Varieties of
'simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Academic and Fourth Commercial.)
VOCAL- CULTURE-Breathing Exercises; Articulation; Pro-
nunciation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drills.
GESTURE-DRILL-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert·drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The stndy of French or German is optional In either course.
Instruction in these languages is given without extra charge.
Post=Oraduate Course.
At the request of many former students for the establishment
of a higher course of philosophy and literature, a Post- Grad Ufl te
Class was opened in November and continued, with a short inter-
mission at Christmas, until the second week of April. Specula-
tive Philosophy was treated on Tuesdays at 8 P. M.; Literature on
Wednesdays at 8 P. M.; Ethics on Fridays at S P. lVI. The Presi.
dent, Rev. M. J. O'Connor, S.]., conducted the class of Specu.
lative Philosophy; Rev. J. N. Poland, S. J., the classes of Ethics
and Literature.
The primary object of the course is to enable our graduates
to continue their philosophical and literary studies. Attendance,
however, is not limited to those who have received the degree of
Bachelor, or who are candidates for higher degrees. All gentle-
men who can evidently follow the classes with profit and interest
will be admitted.
The full course will be completed in three years. The usual
degrees will be conferred, but only under the strictest conditions.
Regular attendance, a written or oral examination, and a thesis
will be required in every case. No honorary degrees in philos-
ophy or literature will be conferred. A certificate will be given,
at the end of the three years' course, to gentlemen who have been
regular in attendance and have passed the usual examinations, but
have not made a regular college course. Further information on
this point may be had from the President.
Regular attendance is expected from all, even those who are
not candidates for a degree, at the lectures on at least one branch,
which must be chosen in the beginning of the year. The other
branches are optional. Evenings will be set apart for special
discussions.
The success of the class during this initial and experimental
year has been so encouraging, that the Faculty hope, with the
assistance of the alumni and other friends, to give the course a
wider extension after the summer vacation. A circular contain-
ing full particulars will be issued in good time.
Application should be made directly to the President of the
College.








Address-" Post-Graduate Studies," V. Rev. John A, Mackey, Ph,D.
Finale-" El Capitan," SOIl.l'Il
Music by St, Xavier College Mandolin Orchestra.
Director, Prof. A. J. Boex.
Closing Exercises of the Post=Graduate Course,
Wcdncsday, !unc D, 1897, 8 P. J1".
PROGRAMME.
Music-Selections from the" Chimes of N ormancly"
Introductory Remarks, By the President of
Music-Weclding March from" The Romany,"
Essay-" Logic in Life and Literature,"
Music -" La Cinquantaine,"




No one will be admitted to any of the regular lectures with.
out a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
Season Tickets fur the entire Course (five months), $ro.oo.
Diplomas, $5.00.
Certificates of Attendance for those who are not candidates
for degrees, $5.00.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S. ].,
Lecturer Ott Hiln'cs tlud Literatllre.
POST-GRADUATE CLASS, 1896-97.
REV. MICHAEL ]. O'CONNOR, S. J.,
Lecturer Ott Speculath'e Philosophy.
MEMDERs OF THE CLASS:
Babbitt, Edward]., LL.B., A.M.
Byrne, William A., A.M., LL.D.
Butler, Joseph C.
Crane, Richard
Doyle, James 1., A.B.
Esterman, Louis J., A.B.
Fitzgerald, Charles J., LL.B.
Foppe, Andrew H.
Fox, William l<~., LL.B., A.M.
Gau, Henry F" A.B., M,D.
Healey, Thomas P., LL.B.

















Cremins, Christopher C., LL.B.
Dunlap, Anthony B., LL.B., A.B.
Fischer, Alphonse L., A.B.




Heilker, Henry J., LL.B., A.B.
Macke, Rev. J,].
Mackentepe, Fred. E., LL.B., A.M.
Moulinier, Edward P., LL.B, A.M.
McMechan, Francis ]., A.B.
Nurre, Henry J.
O'Shaughnessy, Victor M., A. B.
Ritter, Claude
Schultz, Thomas 1., A.B.
Sullivan, Florence A., LL B., A.B.
Templeton, James, LL.B.




TlIE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS WAS CONFP:RRED ON
Charles J. Buddeke, A.B., ('g+.)
Tllesis: The Criterion of Authority.
Anthony B. Dunlap, LL.B., A.B., ('go.)
Tltesis: The Natural Law and Testaments,
Alphonse L. Fischer, A.B., ('g6.)
Tltesis: TIle Analytical Method in Education.
Francis], McMechan, A, B., ('g6.)
Tltesis: The Ethics of Intervention.
Victor M, O'Shaughnessy, A,B., ('94.)
Thesis: Freedom of the H urnan Will.
Thomas 1. Schultz, A.B" \'94.)
Tltesis: The Teleological Proof of the Existence of God,
B'lorence M. Sullivan, LL.B., A.B" ('93.)
Tltesis: Causes.
THlt DltnREE OF BACHltLOR OF ARTS WAS CONFIUU( ICD ON
Henry A. Barnhorn,
Tltesis: The Lllws of Thought.
Charles J. Fitzgerald, LL.B.,




Tit es is : Truth.






The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annual
banquets, and the formation of societits for various purposes under
the Association; and to further the welfare of St. Xavier College.
The following are eligible to active membership: (a) Regu-
lar Graduates of the Classical Course; (b) Adoptive Alumni;
(c) ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whose classes have
graduated; (d) Those who received the certificates of Commercial
Course and who are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the






























Fritsch, .I oseph L.
Gannon, Timothy J.
Garrigan, Michael A.








Greiwe, Dr. John E.
Grimm, Dr. Adolph
Gunkel, Henry
Hart, Dr. Thomas P.
Haydel, Dr. Francis L.
Albrinck, Very Rev. J. C.
Achter, William B.
Armstrong, Francis A.






Bealer, Rev. George C.
Berning, Joseph













Calmer, Rev. Henry M.
Carbery, John J.
Cash, Denis F.







Connor, Rev. Rohert G.
Corbett, Dr. James S.





REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S. ].
FRANCIS M. TRACY,
\VILLIAM A. BYI{NE,
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S. J.
WILLIAM C. WOLKING.
ANTHONY B. DUNLAP.
- GEN. LEWIS SEASONGOOD.




J AMES I. DOYLE.
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JAMI,S 1. DOYLE,
St. Xavier College.
Those who wish to apply Cor membership, will please communicate with
the Secl'eta)'y,





































Me Meehan, Francis J.
McMechan, Dr. James C ..
Mo,.lIer. Rev. Bernard F.
Montgomery, William
Moore, Rev. James
!VIoonnan n, Francis J.
MOOl'mann, Robert A.
Mosset, A. J.
I\Ioulinier, Ed ward P.
Mullane, John M., Jr.
Mulvihill, John
I'll ulvihill, Thoma, J.
Murphy, John P.
Niehaus, Joseph A.




O'Brien, Rev. Matthew 1'.
O'Neill, Michael



















Ryan, Rev. Edward A.
Ryan, Robert X.
Ryan, Richa!'d
Ryan, Rev. William B.
Schmidt, Frederick A.
Schmitt, Adam

















Taylor, Dr. Richard T.
Templeton, Joseph N.
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Sodality of the Immaculate Conception, B. V. M.
ORGANHIED DEeJ~MnEIt 8~'H, 1841.
This Sodality has fO!' its object, the promotion of filial love
towards the Mother of God, and tbe practice of virtue and piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,
the other officers are elected by the members. It has a library of
800 volumes.
Senior Division.
REV. JOliN B HEMANN, S. j., Director.
FIRST 'I'ERM,
Junior Division.
REv. EDWARD]. j-I.~NHAl!SKH,S, J., Dir"c!or.
FIH,ST 'fER!\-1.
josI<PI-J J. MOI{ONliY, PnJed.
\VALTEII O'LICARY, 'st Assistallt,
jOSKPH H. KNILLE, ,'hut As.,istallt,
\VALTJo:Il M. SCIUTTJ, Sccretary,
HENRY p, IOHANNIGMANJoI, } T"" 1""'"• I tl ~It l_ ••
M ATTI-II':W II. M AN(;OL]),
BI'-RNARD]. Srr:MI<R, Sacris/a11-.
PHIl.lP A. KATES, ,'} ]Jleda/,Bearers.
HENRY A. BROCKMANN,
JOHN M. HAGERTY, Prefect.
ALFRED G. SPELLMIRB:, 1st Assis/allt.
HENRY J. GLANDORF. 211d .Assistallt.
LINCOLN P. MITCI-IULL, Secretary.
LAWRENCE F. ENNEKING, TreasIt1'er.
CHARLES H. CLOUD, 1st Sacristall.
CHARLES J. DRUCKER, 211d Sac1'istall.
JOSEPH R. CO:N'RATH, 1st Lib,'arial1.
















HENRY A. BROCKMANN, Pre!"ct.
JOSEPH J. MORONEY, 1st Assistant.
BERNARD J. SIEMER, 2nd Assistllilt.
PHILIP A. KATES, Secrdllr)'.
JOSEPH M. NIEHAUS, } Trill/Sill'''''.,',
WALTER M. SCIUTTI, ,
JOSEPH E. GROLLlG, Sacristl/Ns.
MATTHEW 1-1. MANGOLD,











ALFRED G. SPULLlIllRE, Pre/ect.
CHARLES H. CLOUD, 1st A"-;"'-sta1J/.
HENRY J, GLANDORF, 2nd Assisla1lt.
BERNARD J. WUELLNEH, Secretm·y.
LINCOLN P. MITCHELL, Treasurer.
CHARLES J. DRUCKER. lst Sacl'istall.
MARTIN A. HIGGINS, 211<1 Sacristal1.
JOSEPH R.'CONRATH, lst Librariall,






























MAil K L. I\-fITCIlJ£LL,
FRANCIS [-I. WOKSMAN.
ACOLYTHICAL SOCIETY.
ST. .\'.1 1'11';n ('()/J,X!!J~.
THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
'.I""."J
The principal object of this Society is to add l)eauty and
solemnity to Divine Worship, hy an accurate observance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies; as also to aWord Catholic Students,
distinguished for excellent deportment, the honor of serving in
the sanctuary.
O[i']·'[CERS:
Was organized under the present name in I8+r. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloq uence, history and general literature. The
members assemble in their hall every week for debates or for











PA UL L. BLAKEI.V,
Second 'l;·rlll.
REV. GTWHGIC A. HOIOCFICH, ~. j.,






























MARTIN A. HIGGINS, •
REV. JAMlcSJ. MleLOY, S.J.,
JOliN M. HAGI-:R'I'Y,
MAHTTN A. lIIGGINS,























THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
\lVas urganized Octuber 5th, 1868. It holds its meetings weekly,
and by means of debates, essays and oratorical cum positions,
affords its members an opportunity of acquiring ease and fluency
in the u"e of the German language.
OFFICERS:
First 7erlll.
87'. XLI VIRR UOf,T,].;OE.
JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY.
This Society prepares 'its members hy declamations, essays
and easy debates, for t.he more elaborate exercises of the Philo-
pedian Society, ancl thu.; aims at the same end.
OFFICERS:
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THE ST. XAVIER COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY
"Vas established in 1848. It possesses ahont 3000 volumes of
select works in the various departments of English Literature,
and is open to the members twice a week.
In connection with the Library is a commodious reading.room
which affords those resorting to it, am pIe 0 p portuni ties of becom·
ing acquainted with the current news, and of forming sound
opinions upon all important questions. The leading Catholic
journals, home and foreign, magazines, reviews and a numerous




Was organized on March I 1,1884, The object of this Society IS
to give its members an opportunity of improving themselves in
vo~allllusic, and to contributc to the appropriate celebration of
Religious and Literary Fcstivals,
\VILl.IAM F. Fro.D, S. J., Presid"III.
ANDl{lcW J. BflEx, Dirrc/!!/',
20 Member~.
• ••
The St. Xavier College Mandolin Orchestra.
ANDREW J. llUEX, Direc!01',
JOHN V. USHER, Accomprwist.
.iYfa11 dolills :
Aloyoius H. Rohde, Elmar P. Becker, Edward J. Bernens,
Henry J. Glandorf, James G. Andersoll, John P. Lyons,
J. Willard Taylor, Walter J. Scilltti.
Believing- that for a student a sound body IS necessary to a
sound mind, the Faculty, in planning the new building, provided
an ample gymnasium It has been thoroughly. equipped. To
prevent the danger arising from imprudent exercI~e, and to afford
an opportunity for systematic, scientific and phYSIcal, as well liS
mental development, a competent instluctor has heen secured,
O[~FICERS:
THE GYMNASIUM.









MARK A. CAIN, -
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A. M.D.G.
Shakespeare's King Henry IV.
THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY,
In Memorial Hall, B'ebl"llury 2(" 1897. A. M. D. G.
Messengers, Travelers, Soldiers.
MUSIC BY THIt COLLIWE MANDOLIN CLUB.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-Opemtic Medley, 1Vaile
ACT I.-Scene I: Apartment in the Palace, London. Scene 2: Palace
Garden. Scene 3: Presence Chamber.
Gavotte-" Love'.s Dream," SIll 'Jl ({!r(J
ACT II.-Scene I: Road through woods near Gadshill. Scene 2: Boar's
Head Tavel'll.
" Dance of the Brownies," R'amman
ACT III -Scene r: Presence Cbamber. Scene 2: Boar's Head Tavern.
Valse-" Fille d' Amour," Lltigi
ACT IV.-Scene r: Near Shrewsbury. Scene 2: Road in Wood. Scene
3: Near Shrewsbl1l'y.
Poll,a Mazurka, fileibig
ACT V.-Scene r: Near the battle-field. Scene 2: Battle-field. Scene 3
and 4: Same. Scene 5: Near the field.
Finnie, College Mnndolin Club
MRMORIAL HALL, Feb. 22, ISC!7'
A COMEDY IN ONE ACT.
St. Xavier Orchestra
Mr. William C. Wolking
- Mr. John A. Shea
Mr. Anthon)' B. Dunlap




St. Xavier Alumni Association.
VVashingtoh'S
Ursina Jacopo, [Innkeeper,] Mr. Simon A. Baldus
N I ] Mr. V. M. O'ShaughnessyJeremiah Jacopo, [His ep 1ew,
Mr. Fred'k Rieckelmann
Rinaldini, } Corsicans, Mr. Thos. I. Schultz
Leoni, Mr. John J. LarkinBrigadier or Gensdarmes, - - -
[Scene-Garden or the Jacopo Inn, Corsica.]
"A SPANKING LEGACY."
March-" Literary Union," (Schehl,)
Address by the President,








- Carl F. Schlochtermeyer













Henry, Prince of Walcs,
John of Lancaster, his brother,
Sir Walter Blunt,
Neville, Earl of Westmoreland,
Tbomas Percy, Earl of Worcestel',
Henfj' Percy, Earl of Northumberland,
Henry Percy (Hotspur), his son.
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A, M. D. G.
Public Lecture Course,
.• I N ~ •
ST. XAVIER MEMORIAL HALL.
lIfONf)A 1"S, S P. A{.
NINTH ANNUAL
Banquet of the Alumni Association,
GRAND !-IOTEL 1
Wednesday, April 28, 1897,
Eight P. M,
PROGRAMME.November t(,-" The Cradle of jesuitism," Rev. Michael J. O'Connor, ~. J,
November 30-" Mmic: The Origin and Development of the Pianoforte,"
(vVith Illustrative Mllsical Numbers).
Mr. Louis Levassor, '6(>.
December 14--" Heroes of the Papacy," (Illustrated.)
M~. Michael j. Corcoran, '82.
January 4-" The Turk," Mr. Michael A. Garrigan, '70.
January 18-" Impressions of Me"ico," (Illustrated).
Mr. Fred'k E. Mackentepe, 'S("
February 1-" Why Study Latin and GI'cek?"
Rev. Alexander J. BIIITo\\'('S, S . .r.
February 15-" Noles of Foreign Travel," (Illustrated).
Gen. Lewis Seasongood. 'S2
February 22-"Washington," (Literary a nd Musical Exercises,) The J\ hI milL
March 1-" Mlltual Inflllence of Mind and Body," (Illustrated).
Dr. Herman H. Hoppe, 'SI,.
March 15-" The Church and Cremation," Dr. TllOmas P. 1I art, ·S(,.











The Good Old Times,
The Most Rev. Wm. Henry Elder, D.O.
MUSIC.
President Wm. C. Walking
MUSIC.
Mr. Francis l-I. Clond
Mr. Thomas F. Maher
MI'. Anthony B. Dunlap
Rev. John F. Schoenboeft, D.D.
Mr. G. Harrison Conranl
MUSIC.
- Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp
Mr. Charles J. Fitzgerald
Mr. John J. Larkin
Mr. Stephen W. Hollen
MUSIC.
(A Short Musical Programme before Each Ledlll'c.) Brief Addresses.
4l :')"1'. XA I'I/U~ ('() I. /./':( ;1·; ,'iT .\'.1 J'/fo)/~ L'O!,!,IW";. 45
A. M. D. G,
Contest in Elocution.
l\!ollday, April ,(,til.
A.. M. D. G.
I'ROGRA M 1\11':,
ELOCUTION,
Selections-" II Trovatore," (Verdi) Sl. Xavi"r Mandolin (J"'lae"tra Contest in Elocution and Oratory.
PROGRAM M E.
I<'riday, A pri! 30th.
ELC)CUTION.
FOURTII CL,\SS.
Second Academic and Tlairil COIl,",,·tTi,II.
"Ballad of the Lorelei,"
"Poor Little Joe," •
" Speech of Gen. Thomas,"
" Which Shall It Bel"
Soprano Solo-" In Dreamland," (l'or1er),





'\11::'1'01 F. I h,"»,
S"kctionli'---" Stradell .. ," (Io'iotow), St. Xavier Mandolin Orcheotra
TlIlIU) CLASS.
First Acadelllk and Second Comllll'rciai.
" The Independence Bell," Thoma' M. C;""~:III't:ao
"Tom," II""r\' J. ll"w~m"r1J'
"How SalvatoI' Won," Jarn,": .I 1)",,,",11,,0
"Dandy Fifth," Malth .. w II. \laoJ,("liI
Schottische-" Another Spring," (Mnrtin), Sl. Xavi .... :-'la,,,I,,li,, (Jr'Ia .... lra
SECIJNIJ CLASS.
FII"l"1l CLASS.
Third Acad,·,,",·, I·'ourth Comtlll:rcial and Preparatory.
"Tlte Owl Critil'," Thoma8 A.. Sullivan
"Jamie Douglah," John J. McCarty
"The Gohlillh," Francis X. Schmidter
" The SOll~ in the Market Place," Oliver C. Thomann
Chorus-" Mab8a'. In Dc Cold, Cold Ground," (F08ter), College Glee Club
F I tlST C LA''S.















St. Xavier Mandolin Orchestra
J U IHJlCS•
" Sir 'ftHHrtaS l\lore/'
" Daniel O'Connell,"
" Raphael,"
" WltltzeH-" Ol'icntllli," (eJivan),
" Ludwig \Vindthorst,"
"CalholicH IdealH or Amcrica,"
H ROg't:r B. '''aney,''






Humanitieh and Flrht Comlll"rcini.
" The Lay of the Madman,"
" Little Joe,"
"The Miser,"
"The Old Surgeon's Story,"
"Dance of the Brownies," (Kamman), Sl. Xavi"1
"The Diver,"
"The Picture Book,"
"King John," Act IV., Seene Ir.,
"The Royal Arclll'r," •










Rt. Rev. Mgr. E. Windthorht.
Thomah J. Walsh, G. Harrison Conrard,
M. Tracy. Thumas fi'. Maher.
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Register of Students.
NA31E.
BKOIWM,\NN, JOSKI'H A ..
BROMWELl., WILLIAM ..
BHUWN, TIIOMAS J ..
BRUr-;S, BICRNAKD II .. ..
BUDllEKI'. JOHN A ..











AMBROSE, JOHN C .
AMBROSI';, RUBERT M ..
AMllSLlcR, WILLIAM L ..
ANDERSON, JAMES G .. ..
ARMSTRONG, N ELSON A ..
BACK, JOSEPH J ..
BArLER, HENRY J .
BANAHAN, JOSEPH M .
BARTELS, FRIUJEIUCK H ..
BASSMANN, FREDERICK 13 .
BAURICHTER, JOSEPH B .
Br,CKER, ELMAR P , ..
BENTON, M. HART......... .. .
BERBERICH, J OBN J .. ..
BICRENS, EUGENE L .
BERGER, CHARLI,S S , ..
BIUUNG, ADOLPH A ..
BERNRNS, EDWARD J ..
BETZ, FREDERICK \V ..
BISH[»P, ROHI£RT ..
BISHOP, WILLIAM II ..
BISSMEYER, LOUIS H .
BLAKELY, PAUL L ..
BLAKELY, STEPHENS L .
BLECKMANN, JOHN H ..
BLOICMER. LOUIS A ..
BLOMI£, CHARLES H............ . .
BOEX, JOHN \'1 ..
BOUSCAREN, GUSTAVE L ..
BOUSC,\REN, LINCOLN T .
BRAUN, EDWARD J ..
BRINKER. LOUIS G ..
BROCKMANN, H~:NRY A ..




































CAHILl., J. EARL......... .. .
CAIN, JOHN J........... .. ..
CAIN, MARK A .
CALl.AHAN, JOSEI'H ~1 ..
CAPPEL, FI~ANCIS A......... .. ..
CARROLL, TRAVIS C .
CASI';Y, WILLIAM A .
CASH, CORNlcJ.lUS W ..
CASSIDY, J. Lito ..
CASSIDY, PAUl. F ..
CHUCK, ROBI£HT M .
CLEMICNTS, THOMAS J ..
Cl.OUD, CHARl.ES II ..
CUIUD, DOMINIC L .
COLINA, JOHN S ..
COMERFORD, MICHAI,L E ..
CONCANNON, JOHN P . ..
CONNAUGHTON, JOI'IN BOo ..
CONNOLLY, GERALD JOo ..
CONNOR, JOHN H ..
CONRATH,JOSI£l'H R ..
COONIcY, JAMES P .
COONI£Y, THOMAS D .
CORBB:TT, JAMI£S E .
CORCORAN, JOSEPH F ..
CORDESMAN, NORBERT L ..
CDWI£N, THOMAS .
CREI(D JI(ROMlC D : ..
CRONE, LI';O L .
CRONIN, CHARl.ES II ..
DA VIS, ~'RANCIS A .
DAVIS, LEO A .
DKASY, JOI'IN A ..
DJ,ASY, WILLIAM 1' ..
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NAME.
DE CC)URCY, PAUL .
DE COURCY, \V. CARROLL .
DEPPEN, PiERRE .
DIETIUCH, PIETER G .
DILLHOFF'. CHARLES 0 ..
DITTRICH, JOSEPH .
DOHAN, ]OSEPIl ~~ .
DOHItRTY, CIlAIU.E'; E ..
DOLL~:, 'vV ALTItR. P ..
DONNELLON,] AMES] ..
[)ONNI£LLY, SYLVESTlm E ..
DONOVAN, WILLIAM H .
[)ORGI£R, PHILIP (1 .
DREgS, AUGUST F .
DREYER, CLIFFORD l" .
DREYER, OSCAR J ..
DRISCOLL, MATTHI£W M ..
DRCCKER, CHARLES ] .
DRUCKi£R, FREDI£RICK H .
DUDLEY, HI£NRY ] ..
DUNPHY, ]OHN P ..
EGER, WILLIAM M ..
EICH, HENRy ..
EICHER, WILLIAM A...... .. .
EISELE, WILLIAM .
ELLIOTT, EDWARD R ..
ENNEKING, AUGUST] ..
ENNEKING, LAWRICNCiC F ..
ESTERMANN, HENRY 13 .
ESTERMANN, LOUIS J ..
EVI£RSMAN, LEO M ; .
EWALD, CHRISTIAN ] ..
Ew ALD, FRANCIS] ..
FALLON, WILLIAM .
FIlLDHAUS, FREDERICK \V ..
FETH, GEORGE J........ . ..
FITZGERALD, FRANCIS A .
l<~ITZGI£RALD, W. HENRy ..
FLAN A(jAN, LOUIS ] .
FLYNN, ]OSEI'H C ..














































[COLZ, EDWARD L ..
Foss, VRANCIS X .
Fox, BERNARD] ..
[Cox, ]OSEI'H E ..
Foy, ,VILLIS H ..
GALLAGIIF.R, EnwARD ..
GEOGIIEGAN, TIIOMAS M ..
GI£OGJlItGAN, \VlI.L1A,1 /I ..
GEIIST. FRANCI,; J ..
('I1.LIA'I, DANII'L S ..
GlI.LH'AN, jOSRI'H J ..
GLANIlOll1", ALBERT E ..
GLANDORF, HENHY ] ..
GLF.ASON, JOHN E .
GOSIGICH, JOSEI'll ..
GOSIGER, LAWRENCE 11. ..
GC)Sl(;EH. , [lAUr.. A _ .
GREANRY, EDWARD J ..
GREIWIC. !-!ENRY ] ..
GRTMMELSMANN, HENRY F .
GROLLIG, JOSieI'll E ..
GUNTIIllR, HUBI>:RT J .
HAAS, JACOB T ..
HAAT, EDWARD] .
HAGERTY, ]OHN M ..
HALEY, EDWARD .
HALPIN, CORNELIUS P .
HART, TUOMAS F ..
!-IAWI'KE, FRANCIS A .
HASTINGS, NATHANIRL I .
HATleR, BERNARD J ..
II Ee;!;IE, CHARLES] .
HElD, EMIL ] .
HIUIlI£R, FRANCIS] ..
HEISI£L, WILLIAM A .
HELLMANN, ROBF.RT R · ..
HERRON, JOSEi'll A ..
HICKEY, JAMES 13 ..
HIGGINS, MAl/TIN A ..
HOBAN, JOHN E ..
HOBAN, ROHERT ..
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NAME.
HO:';KOMI', ANTHONY j ,.. ,,,, .. ,, " "
[[OSTY, WILLIAM S ..
HUTTON, HENRY S ..
[-IONT, EDWARD W " ..
IMuus, [-II,NRY j " ..
IMBus, WILLIAM H ..
jOIIANNlUMA"'fN, HlcNRY 1' " ..
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B .
jUI!:TTNER, ALFRIU L ..
KATES, PmLI!' A '" ..
KELLIlR, EUSTACI': ..
KELLY, I-hNRY]. .
KIlNNEDY,jAMKs M " .
KENT, GERAICD C .
KltSSING, EDWAIU) :'1 , , , .
KILIJ, ROIlERT j .
KILUUln', j. I-IlcNRY " ..
KUFFJo:R, F'luullNA:--I1l L , " .
KING, CIIARLKS E " ..
KING, CLARIrNClc j .
KING, jEHI(MIAH '[' , " ..
KIRK, ALBERT S ..
KNAPP, jOSIJ:PH I-I ..
KNILLE, JOSRPH [-I .
KOKENGE,]. ALlmRT " ..
KOTTE, FRANCIS J-l ..
KRAMEH, B'RANCIS F .. .
KRFUIE, HENRY F ..
KHUEMPELIlIlCK, ALOYSIUS C .
KHUSSELMANN, I-IF£RMAN ..
KUHLMAN, CIFARLJo:S W .
KUHLMAN,OSCAH S ..
LAM [,lNG, ARTIIO H 1I ..
LA~ipING, I-IERBICRT n ' .
LANIGAN, RClIJIo:IU' A ' ..
LI(DJo:RC;ICHIlER, A NTlluN I' j ' .
LIW:\AICU, j. MARTIN .. ..
LIENHART, CIIARLICS G ..
LINNEMANN, A LllICRT G ..















Seco"d ,\ eadl'm i<:.
Fourth CnllllIlI·rcial.




























\1t:C,\IlTY, .I01l~ .I ..
;\,1 ( :C I.! I B I'~ Y , .J (I~ h I'll ..
M,'I··AI<I.,\NIl, .1011'-0 C ..
M(, L .\ HI'; N. A I. E \ A r-; Il F IC \V... .. . ..
:,1,,111:<;11, ANTlloNY S ..
M,'III:"II, 1':llWAIlI> T ..
M" N\ \I A 1< ,\, C II ,\1< 1.1, S C .
M"NAMAIc'\, CI.;ol""'; I.......... .. .
\1t::'\A\L\I''' • .I0IlN \V ..
i\11·~FE\'I.:, FRA1\CIS B , ..
MeSII""'" .lAMES l' ..
I\IA. "1.1:\, TIIO\lAS A , ..
l\J,\f;(llltE, JO"iF,l'lt C ..
M ,\ :\1;01.1" A :--1'1'110' Y .I , .
MANI;OI.I>, ;0,1 ATTlII';W II ..
M ,I' :\ N I :\ , " '0 11:-; L .. ,....... . , .
M\I<TI~, TIIOMAS.I .
M E UI\ N. Til 0 ,\I ,\s P; ..
M 1':1:'; F.ICS, III';I<MAI': \V... .. .
M ",I N F'; I<S, .1 ""':1'11 1'.. . .
MF:>;';F, (jOSWL" ll .
MFI<", AI<TII"I< C " .
MFI<TI';~' \VrI.L1AM L ' , ..
",1 FYI':I<, LFI' '1'." ,
l\[ I': I' E F{. \V 11.1.1 ,,~r A........... . ..
MFYI':I<S, \'1t:TOIC "' ..
MIN" IC, :\ S " E L C.......... .. " ..
MIl" IIF~I.I., L"I'\',\lu> \V ..
l\!11'l:IIFI.I., LI''':IJl,:\ I' ..
MIT, IIFI.I., I\T"I<" L .
M''''I<F, VI<I';III'I<Il'I{ S ..
l\llJlJ!{:,\IA1'.'!'."l FHVII,,",HI( I\. K ,
M"I< ".""'.1' , .I""';TII.f .. ' , ..
i\1111l H I SfJ~, J<,,\V:\ II J) 'J' .
i\olflHHI~1fJ.'\, I\OIlFHT t~ ' .
M,' 1'1. I.Ir.I<,.r "', 1'.1'11 II ..
~1l; L 1..\ .'; F, E I J \\' t\ !{ I) () .......• .. ............ ... ...••••..
\1"1< I'll 1', VI< A ,""IS .1 ..
M '" 1'111'. TII<'\IAS A ' ' ' ..
;0,1, "I'IIY, TlIlJ\lAS A........... . .














































l\lULUL\Y, CHARLES E .
MUI'RAY, EIl"DI H ..
MURRAY, 1"IL\1\'CIS J .. ..
NKES, GEOl\Cifc f\.... .. ..
NICIf.A:<1, JOHN F......... .. ..
NIEHAUS, JUSEI'H M ..
NOlJLICR, ALI'IIUNSE A......... .. ..
NOLTING, EDW[:<1 .
NUNUST, FR.\NClS J .
NUNNI"GER, Wll.L1,\~[ J ..
NURRE, EDWARD F ..
NURRE, JOSEI'H M .. ..
NURRE, LEO J . ..
O'BRn:N, CHARLES A ..
O'BRIEN, PETL,R A .
O'BRYAN, GEORC,Fe .I ..
O'CUNNOR, JOHN D .
O'CONNOR, JOHN P ..
O'CONNOR, JUSEPH H ..
O'DONNELL, JOHN A ..
O'DONNEI_L, lOSEI'H A ..
O'DWYER, JOHN F ..
O'GRADY, CHARLES ..
O'GR,\DY, EDWARD J ..
O'LEAR Y, \V ALTER .
O'NEILL, WILLIAM J ..
OTTKIC, EDWIN P ..
OVICRBECK, GEORGE A :.
OIVENS, EDWARD ..
PAH.KER, '"I'HOi\lAS A .".,." ", .. I •••••••••••••••••••••
l'ASSMURlc. RICHARJ) .
PKCKSKAMI', BERNARD J ..
PKTlWS, \VILLlAM H ..
PICTRY, NICHULAS G :..
PHELAN, \VILLIA,I X .
PIATT, JULIN] ..
1'1.\'1''1', J. \VYKUFF ..
PIHl'lm, OTTO A ,
PRULL,\GI':, BERX .\RJ) A ..










































87'. .\'.1 J'[f<)/l ('lif,I,f<:I;J..'.
NAME.
Q..UES'I'.\, ALllfcRT J ..
Q.yll':Wl', Lours 1\1 ..
(-l.!IINN, .lA'llcS E ..
RACiLAxn, HOWARD N , ..
RATERMANN, 1l1£R~ARDJ ..
RATTEHMANN, CLARIOICEJ ..
REAHDON, MICHALU, E .
RECIITIN, HENRY T ..
REEMELIN, EUGENE A .
RrmMELlN, LOUIS 1" .
REENAN, WILLIAM L , .
REHOR, .JAMl'S I-I. ..
REYNOLDS, FRANCIS B .
RICHMOND, JOHN A ..
RICHMOND, MAURICE A .
RICHMOND, WILLIAM J .
RICI-ITER, FRED KRICK I--l .. , .
ROACH, JOSL,I'II A ..
ROHDE, ALOYSllJS B .
ROLFES, ClIARLES F .
ROONEY, ARTHUR F ..
ROTH, JOSEPH L ..
RYAN, ANDREW ..
RYAN, CYRIL A .
RYAN, WILLIAM J .
SANGER, JESSE W ..
SCHLOCHTERMLcYER, CARL ~' .
SCLILOCI-ITERMEYER, l-jUGO F .
SCIIMIIlTI!R, FRANCIS X .
SC['IMITT, CHAlll,ES W ..
SCHROEDER, LAWllllNCE B ..
SCHUH, LOUIS W , .
SCHULTZLi:, MIlLCHIOR J ..
SCIIUSTllR, JOlIN G ..
SCHUTTI" j-II,NRY B....... .. .
SCHWARBER, JULIUS J. . ..
SCHWARTZ, .JOHN H ..
SCHWOERER, PHTLrP A ..
8C[UTTI, W ALTEH J .
SCOTT, FRANCIS L ..
SL-:HASTIANI, ALOYSIUH J ..
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NAME.
SEBASTIANI, THIWDORE A ..
SEUBERLING, MARTIN A ..
SEXTRO, JOSEPH G .
SHANNON, ,VILLIAM L ..
SHOEMAKER, ANDREW J ..
SIEMER, BERNARD J .
SIEVE, FRANCIS B ..
SIEVERS, WALTER A .
SONDERMANN, FRANCIS H .
SPELLMIRE, ALFRED G ..
SPILKER, JOHN B .
STAGGE, BERNARD J ..
STANFIELD, JOSEPH C .
STANTON, JOHN F .
STEWART, CHARLES G ..
STRATMANN, JOSEPH W " .
STRIEKER, HENRy .
SULLIVAN, GEORGE A ..
SULLIVAN, JOHN E .
SULLIVAN, THOMAS A ..
SWEENEY, EDWARD J ..
SZURLINSKI, ROMAN J ..
TALLEN, HERMAN J ..
TAYLOR, J. WILLARD ..
TENBIEG, LEO A ..
THALE. BERNARD ..
THEMANN, JOSEPH A ..
THOMANN, OLIVER C .
TINLEY, EDWIN A ..
TONER, ARTHUR J .
TORBECK, EDWARD 1-1.. .
TRACY, EDWARD J ..
TRACY, JAMES W ..
TYNAN, EUGENE V ..
UCHTMAN, JOSEPH ..
UNNEWEHR, GEORGE ..
USHER, JOHN V ..
V AN KIRK, SYLVESTER .
VERKAMP, LEO F ..













































VILLING, J OI·IN A .
VOl£"l', CLEMENS A ..
VOI.Llt, BERN ARD W ..
VOLLB:R, WILLIAM J .
VON ZUBEN, FRANCIS J ..
Voss, HERBERT B ..
WALSH, FRANCIS J .
WALZ, CHARLES J ..
W ASMUTII, JOHN A .
\VENSTRUP, JOSEPH B .
WI'RNER. AllGUST L , ,
WHITTLlt, JAMES B , ..
WILLIAMS, MORGAN W .
WINTELHERMS, HENR Y A ..
WITTE, ,VILLlAM H ..
WITTKAMl', CLARENCE T ..
,VrTTKAMP, THEODORE M ..
WOESMAN, FRANCIS H .
WOLPERT, FRANCIS J .
WUELLKER, BERNARD J ..





























THE DEC';REE OF BACHRLOll (}[i' ARTS WAS CONFERRF.n UP()N
,'0)'1'. X,1 ['IEll COLLEOR.
Donors of the Gold Medals
AWARDED AT THIS COM¥ENCEME"lT.




H'LA WRENCE F. ENNEKING,
';'BERNARD J. FOX, ,
EDWARD GALLAGHER,












'I'BERN ARD J. WUELLNER.
VERY REV. FERDINAND BROSSART, V. G.,





T}lE HIGHEST HONORS OF TilE (;RAIlUATIN{) CI.ASS WERE MERITED BY
CLARENCE J. KING.
ST. XAVIER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION,
THE ST. XAVIER LYCEUM,
GEN. LEWIS SEASONGOOD, '52.
8'1'. Y./ f'llm ('{)f,{,f·,'Oh:. 50
Contest in Oratory.
THE GOLD MEDAL,







































EDW ARD J. TRACY,
JOHN B, SPILKER.
















DOIl"r: The St. Xavier Alumni A~~ociation.
"1\ Catholic Ideal in Action, or Practical Catholicity Exempli-





N. B.-The Premillms for First and Second Honors are determined by
the daily recitations and the quarterly competitions of the year. The standard
for the First Honors is ')0 per cent, and Cor the Second Honors, 85 pel' cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
FOlt '1'111': HIGHJ(ST AVI,RAGIk IN THE COLLl,CTIVik BRANCIlES OF THE
























CIIARLES H. CLOUD, ALOYSIUS 1-1. ROHD[~.
ST. ,\".I VIIW 1'()UJ:rl/,:.
LATIN,
FIRST PH.EMlll:\1








































""" 1111'. I[IlolIVSI' AVI'il,\c;!( IN TI!['; COLLJo:(:T[VI': [lIl,\Nl',IIIo:S of '1'[11,
CLASH W,\S MI'IlITIU) I1Y
JO!·iJl.l'li R. CON[{ATII.
FIltST IIONOllS:V[IlST 1'1l1(l\IIlIM :
JO[[N A. !JI'ASY, Ill' Il N ,\Ill I II. IIIl t· N S,
.1""1"1'[[ A. 1I110 101M ,I' N N,






Il[S'[ [Ni:lI[SH Ell ;









MAHI( A. CAIN and JOSEI'H R. CONIC\TII, equal.
IHSTINGUISUT:CD:





























JOSEPH A. BIWERMANN, JOHN H. SCHWARTZ.
PRECEPTS AND LITERATURE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BllRNARD H. BRUNS and JOSEPH R. CONHATIl, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:







WILLIAM A. GEOGHEGAN, JOHN H. SCHWARTZ.
DiSTINGUISHED:





















P"UH TlIll~ IIJ<jllftST AVERAGIC LN '1'111£ COLLf.t:CTIVI£. BRANCI-IES of TUlt

























































































WILLIAM A. I-IEISEI_,WILLIAM M. EC.;ER,
JOSEI'll M. NURllB:,
JICSSE W. SANGER.







FOR THE HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COLLIrCTIVE BRANCHES WAS
SE.CO~D P[UJ:MIUM: MERITED BY


















W ALTftll A. Sll~VERS,
JUSl(PH M. NURRle,
L. GUSTAVE 1l0UScAREN,
FIRST !'IUo:~!IUM : Clas. Premiums.














RICHARD PASSMORIr. I-IILNRY 1\. BROCKMANN,
EDWIN P. OTTKIC.




























































MORGAN W. \VIl_UAMS, M. HART BRNTON.
SECOND HONORS:
LOUIS H. BISSMRYR:R, HENRY T. RIcCIlTlN,
JOSR:PH I-I. [{NILLE, W. I-IRNRY FITZGlcRAT.D,
BERNAHD J. SmMluL




\\"lI.I.IAM P. DEASY and BERNARD A. PRULLAGE, cqnal.
111STIl"GU/SIl ED:






























































OSCAR J. VERKAMP, WILLIAM P. DEASY,
LOUIS J. ESTERMAN.




FOJ{ Tllr.: IIIGIIRST AVfi:RA(iA: IN rllA: COLLECTlVR BRANCI-II<:S WAS
MA:RITICD BY
70
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GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:






































Ii RRBERT B. Voss.































FRANCIS J. VON ZUBEN,
LOUIS REEMllLlN.
87' .r.II"IRIi (·()/J,/c'UJi).





ROIIERT R. 11 ELLMANN.



























H EIIBERT B. VOSS,
EI'CiENE A, REEMELIN,
JOSEPII F. GOSTGRR,
ANTHONY J. M ANCWLD.
LUUIS G. BllIN IO:R,
DISTINGUISHED:









FOR THE IIIGHEST AV~:RA0iE IN THE COLLECTIVE IlRANCIII(S WAS


















EnWAIITlJ. TIIACY, CIL\RLES F. WYNNE,
IIERMAN W. MEINERS.
DISTINGUISHlm:
FRANCiS J. GI{RST, RUIlI£RT J, KILlJ,
























CYRIL VIEL, EUWARlJ T. :'vlcHuUll,
THOMAS A. MACKLIN, A:-lTHONY S. McHUGH,
ANDREW RYAN.
SECOND BO;o.:ORS:
AUGUSTJ. ENNEKING, BE:RNARU W. VOLLIl,
JULIUSJ. SCHWARUER, GOSWIN 13. ME:N<JE,
JOHN A. O'DONNELL.













CHARLles ,",V. SCHMITT, GIWRGIe J. O'BRYAN.
lllSTING UISHICL :


































JAMES 1'. COONI£Y, JULIUS J. SCHWARBER,
BERNARD W. VOLLI':.
DISTINGUISHED;












ANTHONY S. MCHUGH, ANDIU,W RYAN,
EDWIIRD T. MCHuGH.
DISTINGUISHED:
ANTIWNY S. MCHUGH, HENRY J. KELLY,
BEHNARD W. VOLLE.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION. THIRD CLASS.
FIl~ST PREMIUM:
EDWARD T. MclJ UGII.
Division A.
~ECOND PHli.:MIUM : The Gold Medal
THOMAs A. MURPHY. FOB.. TUF. IIIUHlt5T AVEI{AUI£ IN TJ-JIt COLL1£CTIVE 1l1~ANCHES OF THI£
DISTINGUISHED:
ANTH<JNY S. MCHUGH, JOHN A. O'DOl-lNlnL,
AUGUST J. ENN EKING.
CLASS WAS MElllTIW BY







































































HENRY A. ESTlmMANN, CHARLES H. BLOME,

























































FI{ANCIS J. \VALSH. "VILLIAM L, REENAN,













JOliN P. O'CONNOR and PIJ:TKR A. O'BRIRN, equal.









JUHN P. O'CONNUR, ALEXANDER W. McLARKN,
PETER A. O'BRIEN, FIlANCIS H. WOI~SMAN,
JUliN J. MCCARTY, ROBERT M. CHUCK,
[)O~IlN rc L. CLOUD, H UGD F. SCHLOCllTEIU\IKY I,:I{,
JOSEI'll G. SEXT1W, JOHN J. PIATT,
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HISTORY. PENMANSHIP.
FIRST PRH.MIUM : FIRST CLASS.
PETER A. O'BRfltN.























































































HONOR AI{ Y C I;:RTIFICATES FOR 'I'll g COi\1 PLETION OF THE, COURSI1: \VH:H.tc
AWARDlW TO






FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE COLLECTIVE IlHANCHES OF THE FIRST COM-




FOH '!'Jlll; 1I!(;UII:S'l' AVJi:RAGIT. IN THE COLLRCTIVIl: BRANCUgS OF TlIR



































































FOR TIlE HIGHEST AVERAG[~ IN THE COLLECTIVR HRANCHES OF TIIfo:
































FOR Til Ii ILPiHI.(S'I' AVERA(il!: IN THE COLLECTIVlt.: BR;\NCHI~S 011' THE.
CLASS WAS MicRITED UY
EDWARD N. KI£ssl:-':G.
GEOGRAPHY,






























1\ UGUST F. Dlums,
EDWARD]' BAAT.
11ISTIfoUISll I·;D :


















]OHN A. W ASMUTII, HltNRY F. KREIlE,
ALUERT]. KOKENGE.



















A I.IlERT J. KUIO:NtiE.
DISTINGUJSllltll :










"'IHIIIF. IIllilll':ST .IVI·:I!.\(iI': IN TilE COLI.I·:Cl'JVI£ IlRANClIgS 010' TIIR

















SI~COND PR I£MIlI M :
HltNRY F. KIUWf(.
DJSTINGUTSIIICD:
JOlIN A. WASMUTH. ANTIIONY J. L":IJlUU;gIUIEH,
.'\LB[C1tT J. KOKICNGE.
I loW,lltlJ :'<I. R,\liLAND.
SI~CI)NU HONORS:
'/')SI':PII 1\1 cC LOin: V.
Class Premiums.






Sv LV J(STJW V AN KlIUC



























































Lrw A. DA VIS.
SECOND L'!{\,:MIUl\l:
'vVILI.IAM M. EGlw.












The following students were distinguishlOd for excellent deportl11ent and































































































Fol.z, EDW AR D L.
Foss, FRANCIS X.




































Ju ETl':-;ER, A LFR In> L.
































MeN AMARA, Cill:O!{(;Y,: F.



















M 11 I.I.AN !I:, EI>WAIU> O.
M l'I{J'IlY, FI/ANCIS .1.













Nil lun:, JOSI·:l'H M.
NI1RRI'., LEo.J.
O'BRII':N, CHAI/I.I\S A.













I'FCI,sl, AMI', BI(]{ N AI{ IJ J.
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SULLIV AK, TIIOMAS A.


















VON ZUBEN, FRANCIS J.
VOSS, HERBERT D.
W ALSlI, FRANCIS J.












ANDERSON, J AMgs G 81
ARMSTRONG, NELSON A 88
BACI{, JOSEPH J 89
BANAHAN, JOSEPH M 91
BAR'rELS, FREDERICK I-I 76
BAURICHTER, JOSEPH H 93
BECKER, ELMAR P 89
BERBERICH, JOHN J 89
BERENS, EUGENE L 81
BIJ:HGER, CHARLES S 80
BERING, ADOLPH A 80
BERNENS, EDWARD J 78
BISHOP, RODERT 84
BISSMEYER, LOUIS H 87
BLAKELY, PAUL L 84
BLoEMIm, LOUIS A 87
BLOME, CHARLItS I-I. 9,5
BOEx, JOHN W 84
BOU1;CAREN, GUSTAVE L 97
BOUSCAREN, LINCOLN T 88
BRAUN, EDWARD J 7,5
BiuNKIm. LOUIS G 98
BROCKMANN, [-IENRY A 94
BROERMANN, JOSEPH A 90
BRUNS, BERNARD [-1.. 94
BUDDEKE, JOHN A 7,5
CAIN, MARK A 96
CALLAHAN, JOSEPH M 82
CARROLL, TRA VIS C 91
CASEY, WILLIAM A 97
CASSIDY,J. LItO......... Se,
CASSIDY, PAUL F 80
CHUCK, ROUERT M <)1
CLOUD, CHARLES H excused
CLOUD, DOMINIC L excused
COLINA, JOI-IN S 85
COMERFORD, MICHAEL E 78
CONCANNON, JOHN P 81
CONNOR, JOHN H 84
CONRATH, JOSEPH R 96
COONEY,JAMII:S P <)1
COONEY, THOMAS D 89
CORUETT, JAMRS E 80
CORDESMAN, NORBERT L 96
CRONE, LEO L 78
DA VIS, FRANCIS A 92
DAVIS, L,w A <)6
DEASY, JOHN A 8<)
DEASY, WILLIAM P 93
DE COURCY, J. FREDltIUCK 83
DE COURCY, W. CARROLL 8+
DEPPEN, PIERRE " •. 87
DIETRICH, PETER G 89
DITTRICH, JOSEPH 87
DOLLE, WALTER P 86
DONNELLY, SYLVESTER E 88
DONOVAN, WILLIAM H 8(
DORGER, PHILIP H 98
DREES, AUGUST F 87
DREYER, CLIFFORD F 8+
8'1'.•Lll·lFl! CO/,rEUB. 8'1'. XA VIBR COLLEGB. 105
DREYER, OSCAR] 83
DRucKlm, CIIAI{U:S J 78
DRUCKlel{, FREllEI<lCK H 81
EGIC!{, W]J.LIA~I lVI Ss
EICIl, IIE:--IRY ~o
ELI. lOrI', EDIV.\RIl R 81
ENNEKINU, Au(aIST J ~2
ESTlelnIANN, IlENRY B ')6
EVERSMAN, LEO M 84
EWALD, CHRISTIAN] <)2
FALLON, WiLLIAM 84
FITZ(;ERALD, FRANCI,; A 8.1
FITZnERALD, \V. HENRy 88
FLANAG;\N, LOUis J <)3
FLYNN, JOSEI'll C ')3
FOLZ, DAVID ] 76
Foy, WILLIS H 80
GEOGHEGAN, THOMAS M 84
GEOGHEGAN, \YILLIAM A 84
GERST, FRANCIS J <)6
GILLIAM, DANUeL S 81
GLANDORF, l-IENHY J 96
GOSIUIW, ./OSEI'II 94
GOSIGER, L;\ WIUeNCE A B'1
GREIWle, HENRY J 81
GIUMMleLSM;\NN, IlE:-;I{Y F 75
GROLLlG, JOSleI'll E 97
GUNTHER, HUBERT J. 80
HAAT, EllW;\Rll J. <)4-
HALPIN, COI{NleLJUS 1' ')7
!-]ARTKK, FRANCIS 1\ 82
l-IATIC!<, BERNAR]) J 77
HI.:I ll, 1':~I I L J ')4
II [(11l[(R, foR;\NCIS J ~4
HElsleL, WILLI;\M 1\ 92
HELI.M;\NN, ROIlIC!{T R 91
HI<;C'JINS, M;\RTIN A 805
HUBAN, .JOliN 1~ 82
HOBAN, RUIIK]{T 7')
HONKO~II', ANTIIONY J ')')
HOSTY, \VILLIAM S 98
HUNT, EnwAIU) W 90
IMUUS, HENRY J 83
JOHANNIGMANN, HENRY P <Jl
]OIlNSON, WILLIAM B 87
JU[(TTNI,R, ALFRED L 88
KATJ(S, PIlILIP A 88
KI.:LLY, llIcNRY J 8,)
KENNIWY, J.\ M I':S M 8(,
KI.:SSI/,;(;, EDIVAI{j) N ')1)
KILII, [{UII[(RT ] ')3




KRAMER, FRANCIS F 88
Kluum, HENRY F 93
KRUEMPELBECK, ALOYSIUS C. ()O
KUIILMAN, CHARLES W 87
LAMPING, ARTHUR H 7')
LAMPING, HERBERT B 86
LANIGAN, ROBERT A 85
LEDERGlmIlER, ANTHONY J 9S
LIENHART, CHARLES G 78
LINNEMANN, ALBERT G 91
LINNICMANN,]. HENRy 8')
LYONS, JOHN P 85
MCCARTY, ]UHN ] 97
MCCLOREY, JOSEPH 86
McFARLAND, ]OHN C 77
McLAREN, ALEXANDER W 92
McHUGH, ANTHONY S 94-
Mcl-luGII, EllWAIUJ T 93
McNAMARA, JOHN W 7('
McNICI~VI~, FRANCIS B 905
[VIACKLIN, TIIOMAS A lJ5
M ANGOLIJ, ANTHONY J 90
MANGOLIJ, MATTHleW H 8S
MEIWAN, THOMAS E 7')
MEINlms, UI£l{MAN \V 805
MEINI~RS, ]OSEPIl P 85
MI'NGl', GOSWIN B 8')
MERK, AR'l'HUH C ~2
MERTEN, WILLIAM L '.11
MEYICR, LEO '1' 82
MINOR, ANCEL C 90
MITCHELL, MARK L 705
MOORE, FR.lWIeRICK S 85
MORONEY,JOSEPH ] 77
MUELLER, JOSEPH B 88
MULLANE, EDWARD O excused
MURPHY THO:IIAS A 99
MURPHY, WILLIA:Yl H 77
NEES, GEORGE A 94-
NEILAN, JOHN F 81
NIEHAUS, JOSEPH M 98
NODLER, ALPHONSE A 86
='lUNLIST, FR;\NCIS J 90
NUNNINGER, WILLIAM J 84
NURRE, EDWARD F 86
NURRE, JOSEPH M 92
NURRE, LEO J 78
O'BRIEN, CHARLES A 95
O'BRIEN, PETER A 96
O'BRYAN, GEORGE] 95
O'CONNOR, JOHN P 96
O'CONNOR, JOSEPH H 93
O'DON:"fRLL, JOHN A 91
O'DWYER, ]OH:"f F 93
O'GRADY, CHARLES 86
O'GRADY, EDWARD J 91
O'LEARY, WALTER 88
O'NEILL, WILLIAM J 75
OTTKE, EDWIN P 96
OVERBECK, GEORGE A 77
OWENS, EDWARD 90
PASSMORE. RICHARD 94-
PETERS, \YILLIAM H 96
PHELAN, WILLIAM X 85
PIATT, JOHN ] 91
PUN D, FRA NCIS X........ 96
Q,yn:STA, ALBERT] 83
QyIENT, LOUIS M 84
Q.yINN, J AMltS E. 96
RAGLAND, HOWARD N 9
RATTERMANN, CLARENCE J 82
RECHTIN, HENRY '1' 805
REEMELIN, EUGENE A 905
REIDIELIN, LOUIS F 905
REENAN, \YILLIAM L 93
REYNOLDS, FRANCIS H 78
RICH:YIOND, JOHN A 94
RICHMOND, MAURICE A 84
ROHDE, ALOYSIUS H 96
ROLFES, CHARLES F 92




SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CARL F 95
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, HUGO F 89
SCHMITT, CHARLES W 98
SCHUH, LOUIS W 87
SCHUTTle. HENRY H 95
SCHWARBER,]ULIUS ] 92
SCHW;\RTZ,]OHN H 90
SCHWOERER, PHILIP A 76
SCOTT, FRANCIS L 82
SEBASTIAN I, ALOYSIUS J 79
SEBASTIANI, THEODORE A 86
SEUBERLING, MAR'rIN A 80
SEXTRO,] OSEPH G....... .. 98
SIEMER, BER:"fARD J 82
SIEVE, FRANCIS B 90
SIEVERS, W ALTER A 75
SONDERMANN, FRANCIS H 88
SPILKER, JOHN B 99
STANTON, JOHN F 83
STEWART, CHARLES G 88
STRATMANN, JOSEPH W 91
SULLIVAN, THOMAS A 84-
TENBIEG, LIlO A 81
THOMANN, OLIVER C 96
TINLEY, EDWIN A 78
TONER, ARTHUR] 77
TORBECK, EDWARD H 79
TRACY, EDWARD] 89
TRACY, ]AMES W 86
TYNAN, EUGENE V , 90
UNNEWEHR, GEORGE 80
VAN KIRK, SyLVESTER 96
VERKAMP, OSCAR J 88
VIEL, CyRIL......... 98
VILLING, JOHN A 90
VOET, CLEMENS A 95
YOLLE, BERNARD W 95
106 ST. X.J 17RR C'()LLE(;L'. ST. X.1 nBR COLLEGE. 107
... Fifty=Seventh...
GRAND OPERA HOUSE,
VON ZUnE~, FRANCIS .I 89
Voss, HERBERT B 99
WALSH, FRANCIS J 98
WASMUTH, Jam, A 94
\VENSTRCP, JOSEI'll II " 80
WHITTLE, JA~lES B 89
WILLIAMS, MORGAN \V.. 90
WI:STELHEIDIS, I-IRNRY A 82
WITTE, VIILLIAM H 78
WOESMAN, FRA"CIS H 89
WOLPERT, FRA:;:CIS J 87
\VYNNE, CHARLES F 94
Annual Commencement,
June 30, 1897.
l\,rUSIC-"'Bolero et Valse" , St1MrnllCt'
ST. XAVIER MANDOLIN OHCIIESTRA.
"UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD,"
(An Ethical DisclIssion.)
'''I.'IfE BROTIlEIUIOOD OF MAN: ITS'TRUE MEANING" ....... BERNARD J. Fox
"A FALSE YIEW: SOCIALiSM" JOHN B. CONNAUGHTON
SONG-HThe Boat Ride" ', 1lfol'cy
SENIOR AND JUNIOR CUOIRS,
"A PRACTICAL YlEW: THE STATE, THE CHUIlCI-I, AND THE
NEEDY"
"THE BROTHERHOOD OF NATIONS"
..••••JOSEPH A. THEMANN
., •.....•... STEJ'ImN H. HOLLEN
l\1USIC-:\1:tl"ch, ~~Ilinlto" , ", , ' .
ST. XAVIE.R :MANDOLIN OHCI-llCSTRA.
"THE CHURCH AND TIlE NATIONS" BERNARD J. WVELLNER
"THE BROTHERHOOD OF INTELLECT:" VALIWICTORY .. LINCOI.N P. MITCHELL
rvIUSIC-Gn\'otte, "St-cphanie" '" C:dbuUI1
ST. XAVIER lVIANDOLIN ORCHESTRA.
Confel'I'ing of Degrees and Award of Medals.
FIN ALE-"The Stars and Stripes Forever" .
ST. XAVIER l\1ANDOLIN ORCHESTHA.
. .••••••.•• . 5;01(SO
Opening of Fall Term,
Monday, September 6, 1897.
